DPW REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY 2016


Sanded and plowed snow from streets and lots and plowed snow from sidewalks
as needed.



Did water, sanitary sewer and storm sewer locates as needed.



Cleaned off tops of Storm Sewer Catch Basins as needed.



Started doing backflow testing in the town. Backflow testing will be conducted in
the earlier part of the year instead of the latter part of the year moving forward.



J&J Equipment in Syracuse has started to refurbish the Street Sweeper Vac Com.



Made arrangements to get floater assembly for front plow installed on the new
Wacker Loader (sidewalk plow) as it was not put on when we received the
machine.



Sold the 1994 Trackless with attachments on RTI Net Auctions January Net
Auction. Equipment was sold for $7,501.00



Finished replacing piping and parts to chlorine and fluoride pumps at the water
well houses.



Put reflective material on sides and back of Bucket Truck.



Continued picking up Christmas trees that have been put out in subways by area
residents.



Started remodeling the PD area of the Municipal Building and added an Office
area for the Mayor. Work is being performed by PD and DPW Staff under the
direction of Sgt. McGraw.



Ordered more salt and hauled sand to be mixed with salt for road surface
treatment during the winter months.



Mixed sand and salt for road surface treatment during the winter months.



Sewer Specialties’ arrived in town and started putting the camera in various sewer
lines per the Engineering Planning Grant (EPG) project that was planned last
year. Found some areas that required some heavy cleaning so project is going
slower than planned. Will have better report on project next month but are not
finding any major infiltration areas occurring in the main sewer lines at this time.

